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Skylight’s Sweeney Barber chair rents for $200 per week; charges start when the chair leaves
and end when it returns to storage. Round trip transportation is the responsibility of the renter.
Skylight requires a certificate of insurance coverage (both for liability coverage and for
replacement value in the event of loss or catastrophic damage) from all renters prior to letting any
equipment out of our facility. Your insurance company can likely fax a certificate proving your
coverage directly to the prop director at 414-291-7815 fax. For insurance purposes, we set a
replacement value on the chair at $3500.00. For new rental clients or in lieu of a certificate of
insurance coverage Skylight requires a $300.00 security deposit on our Sweeney Todd Barber
Chair – refundable upon safe undamaged return of our rental equipment.
We do not allow rentals to travel in any open bed vehicles - no pickup or flatbed trucks, sorry for
the inconvenience. Regarding pickup and return dates, weekdays between 9a and 4p are best
for pickup and return. Special arrangements can sometimes be made outside those times for an
additional fee to cover staff overtime.
Skylight’s chair does have a rolling wood travel crate available. Use of the crate is essential if you
plan to ship it on a freight truck for any reason. If you're planning on using a cargo van or large
minivan sans seats, the chair can travel with moving pads rather than the wooden crate.
For freight transport purposes, the chair and travel crate together are approximately 300 pounds.
The travel crate measures 55” long x 28” wide x 53” tall and is a rolling case.
Our Sweeney trunk for hiding bodies rents for $25.00 per week. It measures 24.5” x 54” x 25”
tall.
Our butcher block with attached meat grinder rents for $20.00 per week. It measures 18” x
18” x 36” tall to top; 43” tall to top of meat grinder.

